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There are a few things that should be dorm in our State to 

further the interest of public edwatione One of these is t 

clear concept of what public education shoold doe We must establish 

some definite standardse The public schools should kee to it that 

every man, woman ani child of setol ase should be able to read and 

write and make simple calculationse But this is not education. It 

only ES the working tools necessary for one to acquire an 

d nant LOM e 

No school accomplishes its mission if it does not become a 

the development of character, for character is worth more 

facts. Character without leaming is of more value than 

without charactere for manhood, 

in business and leads to success. T man who packs good fruit 

fruit on the bottom of th ntainer fools himself onlye 

He does not realize the fact that the inferior set the price paid for 

the superior fruit in hie pack. The sar lea is true all through 

The schools must our people to see 

e as Commmnity health, and the schools 

dea to our peoplee I f I have a contagious or commu- 

in my family I owe it to my conpmimity to keep this 

disease confined to my homes Recently I knew an intelligent mother 

hn 

e 

to take her child with whooping cough to a cormunity mectinge hen 

another mother moved her two little ones away from the sick child the 

former saad, "Let them get whooping coughe Now is the best time for 

MN}, them to heve it and they are bound to have it some timeée" The mother 
a © 

of the two children had never had this disea and. insisted upon the 

protection of her children,much to the disgust of the other womane 

The schools must bring the message of Gormmity Health to all of our 

peoples  
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